CAUTION: Please beware of fake emails impersonating our company

Recently there have been some scam and fraudulent emails reported under the name of one of our board members with misleading abbreviations used in their addresses. PLEASE NOTE THAT WE, RENEWABLE JAPAN (RJ), HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH SUCH EMAILS NOR THE EMAIL DOMAINS. RJ has never asked, and always will never ask you to provide your confidential information through emails. We, therefore, should like you to be careful and not to reply to such unsolicited emails for your safety purpose.

<Example of fake email>

I am reaching out to provide awareness for a part-time career opportunity in Renewable Japan Co., Ltd. We are currently sourcing for an executive position holder or business establishment resident in the United States of America or Canada to manage our renewable energy project. It will by no means interfere with your current job or business. Do let me know your position in reviewing this offer.